ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new computational method for retrieving shapes under unpredictable conditions such as when occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution occur simultaneously. The human visual system retrieves shapes from incomplete information in the real world, and it has inspired a lot of computational methods of retrieving shapes. In order to retrieve shapes, the observed shapes are decided to be alike or unlike remembered shapes in memory after the comparison of these shapes. To compare the observed and remembered shapes, they must first be appropriately represented so that the points on each shape can be mapped and compared. For this reason, the shape retrieval process needs an appropriate shape representation and shape mapping methods. Moreover, the shape representations should be normalized before the mapping process. However, a normalization process for representations under unpredictable conditions has not yet been established. In this paper, we describe a shape retrieval method that enables us to retrieve shapes under unpredictable conditions with a suitable normalization process. Using curvature partition and angle-length profile, our shape retrieval method normalizes the shape representation before it does the mapping. As a result, unlike the previously proposed methods, it can be used under unpredictable conditions such as when occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution occur simultaneously.
I. INTRODUCTION
The real world is an unpredictably and dynamically changing environment. We, as living things, create certainty from uncertainty in order to adapt to such uncertainties. The human visual system always encounters uncertainty, since most visual shapes are incomplete. This incompleteness concerning visual shapes derives from (1) occlusion, (2) geometric distortion, and (3) differences in the resolution of images. However, even if occlusions and distortions such as expansion or rotation occur in shapes with low resolution, humans can still predict the original shapes by using their knowledge and memory. With the ability to predict complete shapes with the incomplete information, we detect and classify objects such as animals, plants, and landmarks [1] - [3] . Complete shapes must be retrieved from incompletely described shapes affected by occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution. Such a retrieval will be successful if the shape representations appropriately describe the incompletely observed shapes and if the observed shapes are appropriately mapped to shapes in memory (the point correspondences are appropriately solved). Thereby, the incompletely observed shapes can be appropriately matched to shapes in memory and it can be decided if they are alike or unlike. For this reason, the task of shape retrieval will require appropriate shape-representation and shape-mapping methods.
We assume that the shape retrieval methods should appropriately normalize the shape representations in the mapping process. Shape representations can easily be normalized when the representations are based on completely described whole shapes. In such situations, there are easy normalizations using geometric transformations based on the centroid [4] - [8] or the whole contour of the shape [9] - [12] . Here, completely observed shapes are described with closed contours, whereas shapes affected by occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution are shown as roughly described open contours. The previous approaches have tried to reconstruct whole shapes from incompletely described ones. For example, some methods use T-shaped intersections, simplicity of the hidden figure, symmetry, or good continuations as ''cues'' for reconstructing shapes [13] - [18] . Although these completion mechanisms are innate in our human visual system, they are still sometimes inadequate for representations of incompletely described shapes since incompletely observed shapes do not always have enough ''cues'' for our visual system to reconstruct complete shapes. Moreover, a normalization for representations of incomplete shapes observed under unpredictable conditions such as when occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in resolution of images occur simultaneously has not yet been established.
Hierarchical processing models for shape retrieval have been proposed based on hierarchical neural network models [15] - [24] . These models rely on the fact that the shape representation is formed through a visual ventral pathway that hierarchically integrates the stimuli caught by the retinal cells by using cortical cells which have receptive fields of different sizes [25] - [35] . These neural network models, however, do not accomplish suitable normalizations for the constructed shape representations. Fukushima's model and Poggio's model, for example, reconstruct the neuron's hierarchical receptive fields [16] , [17] , [19] , [21] . Using these neurons, they hierarchically integrate the pixels of input images, and they recognize the pattern of the images with the neurons of the deepest layer. Although these models reconstruct the hierarchical pattern of the neural network well, they do not include any normalization process for the shape representations. Besides these methods, Grossberg's model exploits both global and local structures of images [24] . Global and local structures are keys to the normalization since locally described structures can be normalized with local information. In these neural network models, however, the geometric relationships of the integrated features are fixed, and they do not have normalizations for the shape representations as the result of a geometric transformation.
On the other hand, there are many computational shape retrieval methods [36] - [45] . These can roughly be classified into two streams, one of which uses ''shortest path searches'' for finding the correspondences between a series of points on the contours of partial shapes and those of the whole shape [1] , [46] - [52] , the other of which uses ''geometric consistency checks'' for finding the correspondences between feature points on the partial shapes and those of the whole shape [53] - [59] . Using the order of the points or the geometric relationship among the feature points, these methods excel in finding the point correspondences (the point-to-point mapping) between two shapes. However, the previous studies only focused on solving the point correspondences; they did not deal with the normalization for the shape representation. Unless the features of the shapes are well normalized, the similarity of the corresponding points cannot be determined even if the shortest path is found. Moreover, unless the features of the shapes are well extracted, the geometric relationship between two shapes would be vague even if they are geometrically consistent. For example, the curvature representation is widely used to describe a series of contours on shapes [9] , [15] , [16] , [45] , [47] , [50] , [60] - [62] . Curvature itself, however, varies when expansion occurs, since it is defined as the rate of change of angle per unit length. It is true that the curvature representation can be normalized if the whole body is completely observed. However, the curve length cannot be used as the normalization parameter if it is not known whether the observed shape is the whole body or part of one. Although the previous studies discussed this problem [47] , [61] , none of them describe a normalization of the shape description.
In this paper we propose a shape retrieval method using a ''curvature partition'' shape representation and a shape mapping including a normalization using an ''angle-length profile.'' The curvature partition, which is composed of geometrically characterized contours partitioned by zerocrossing points on the contours with coarse and fine shapes, describes general shapes well [63] . Although the curvature partition excels at representing shapes, the previous methods do not have a mapping process including a normalization that works when there are occlusions, geometric distortions, and differences in image resolution. Here, we describe such a normalization process using the angle-length profile. By exploiting the fact that the angle variation is Euclidean invariant even under occlusions, we construct an angle-length profile as a basis for the normalization of the curvature partition. As a result, unlike the previously proposed methods, our method can be applied in situations with occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution. Section II-IV describes the three main steps to our approach (see Fig. 1 ). Briefly, in the first step, the feature points are extracted as the bases for the point-to-point mapping on the shapes (Section II). In the second step, the point-to-point mapping is done with the angle-length profile and the sizes of the two shapes are normalized (Section III). In the final step, the normalized shapes are represented with the curvature partition and the shapes are matched (Section IV). Section V presents experimental results, and Section VI discusses them and concludes the paper. Appendix A presents empirical studies showing how our method performs under noisy conditions and with affine transforms. Appendix B presents experimental results for typical previous approaches, i.e., dynamic programming and geometric hashing, to serve as benchmarks of the evaluation of our method.
II. FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION
This section explains how feature points are extracted on the contours of shapes. Let us suppose that shape A, a complete shape in memory, is matched to shape B, an incompletely observed shape. Shape A can be described with a closed contour (the whole shape), whereas shape B can be described with an open contour (a partial shape), as shown in Figs. 1(a-1) and 1(b-1). We use both the zero-crossing points on lines of curvature z and the curvature peak points p on contours on multiple scales for smoothing the feature points. The feature point extraction consists of two steps.
1) Construction of smoothed contours on multiple scales 2) Extraction of feature points on multiple scales The smoothed contours are constructed on multiple scales on the basis of the idea of curvature partitions [63] . When convolved with a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel g(t, σ ) of width σ , a contour C evolves into a smoother contour C(x(t, σ ), y(t, σ )), where x(t, σ ) and y(t, σ ) are x(t) and y(t) convolved with g(t, σ ). This convolution is done for closed and open contours after the contours for the open curves are completed with curvature approximation.
The feature points are extracted on multiple scales, as shown in Fig. 2 . These are the zero-crossing points and the peak points on lines of curvature on the contours. The curvature, κ(t, σ ), for each sample point on the contours on multiple scales is expressed as
where x and y are abbreviations of x(t, σ ) and y(t, σ ). Then, the zero-crossing points and the peak points on κ(t, σ ) VOLUME 3, 2015 are found. Although the zero-crossing point is invariant to affine transformations [11] , it cannot be detected in shapes without concave/convex areas. For this reason, we use both the zero-crossing points and peak points on the curvatures on the contours as feature points.
III. ANGLE-LENGTH PROFILES
This section explains how to normalize the size of shapes A and B by comparing their angle-length profiles and how to find the correspondences between them. Angle-length profiles are constructed from the viewpoint of the feature points extracted with the procedure described in Section II. These profiles describe the change in the curve length per unit of angle from the viewpoint of the feature points. These profiles correspond to those in Fig. 1(a-3)(b-3) . After the sizes of shapes A and B are normalized, the correspondences are found. This process roughly consists of three steps. 1) Construction of angle-length profiles 2) Derivation of normalization parameter 3) Detection of the corresponding areas (points)
A. CONSTRUCTION OF ANGLE-LENGTH PROFILES
An angle-length profile is constructed for each feature point on shapes A and B. The angle-length profile (AL) is defined as the change in curve length per unit angle from the viewpoint of a feature point. The angular unit is denoted as ( is set to 10 degrees in this paper). To construct AL, the contour vector, C, of the original or the smoothed contour of shapes A and B, is resampled with an angle-based contour vector (AC). Each element of AC is the curve length from the initial point to a point at which the difference in tangents from that of the initial point is a certain value. The initial point of AC is defined as a feature point of a contour of each of shapes A and B. AC is described with a vector Z defined as
where ω denotes a unit difference in tangents, ζ (δθ) denotes the curve length from the initial point to the point at which angle difference from the initial point is δθ, and
where x denotes the ceiling function for x, and δθ max denotes the difference in tangents to the end point on an open contour. On a closed contour, on the other hand, δθ max denotes 360 degrees. AC is defined on both the left and right of the initial point. Examples of angle-based contour vector AC are given in Figs.3, 4(i), and 5(i). The angle-length profile (AL) is constructed by referring to AC. AL is a vector defined as
where
and 
B. DERIVATION OF NORMALIZATION PARAMETER
A normalization parameter is derived for each feature point pair on shapes A and B by comparing the angle-length profiles (ALs) of shapes A and B. Supposing that shape A is described with a closed contour and shape B is described with an open contour, their ALs are expressed as
and
where A and B are vectors representing the ALs of shapes A and B, and µ A and µ B are derived using Eq. (7). In this case, it is assured that
Therefore, the closed contour (shape A) is converted into an open contour if the number of elements of its AL is limited to µ B . The corresponding AL is Figure 5 illustrates the process of finding the correspondences between shapes A and B. Now that two ALs are described with the same number of elements, the normalization parameter can simply be derived as the average expansion r of the elements of ALs.
Finally, we use the normalization parameter r to define the certainty parameter c that reflects the level of certainty about the feature point pair used to derive the normalization parameter.
The best certainty parameter c is selected from those of all pairs of feature points of shapes A and B.
C. DETECTION OF THE CORRESPONDING AREAS
The process described in the last sub-section derives a certainty parameter c for each pair of feature points of shapes A and B. Then, the best certainty parameter is selected from those of all pairs of feature points of shapes A and B.
Assume that (i A , i B ) are a pair of feature points of shapes A and B. Here, i A denotes the i A th feature points on shape A, and i B denotes the i B th feature points on shape B.
where shape A has M A feature points, shape B has M B feature points, and c i A ,i B denotes the certainty parameter c derived with the pair (i A , i B ). As a result, the normalization parameter r * for shapes A and B is the one derived for the best feature point pair (i * A , i * B ) by using Eq. (12) . Similarly, the contour area on shape A (closed contour) corresponding to the contour of shape B (open contour) can be derived using the best feature point pair (i * A , i * B ), as a result of the AL conversion shown with Eq. (11) . The open contour resulting from this process is shown in Fig. 6 . 
IV. CURVATURE PARTITIONS
This section explains how two shapes are represented and matched in order to accomplish the final step of our shape retrieval. The shape representation is obtained with the process described in the last section. The shapes represented with the curvature partition [63] are compared in order to calculate the similarity. The shape representation and matching consists of two steps.
1) Construction of curvature partitions (Subsection IV-A) 2) Evaluation of parameter distance with geometric transformation (Subsection IV-B) Because this matching is done with all partitions, the edges of which are the feature points or the edges of a contour, it is only done for open contour pairs having the same numbers of feature points.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF CURVATURE PARTITIONS
Curvature partitions are constructed as partial curves whose edges are the feature points or the edges of contour C on multiple scales of smoothing. They are expressed as
where n is the number of curvature partitions that the contour has. Once they are constructed, they are divided into N sub-partitions. Each sub-partition p ij is expressed in terms of its average curvature κ ij , length l ij , normal direction θ ij , and location o(x ij , y ij ):
where j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Therefore, curvature partition P i has N × 5 elements:
Each curve on a contour (which is a partial curve whose edges are both feature points) is expressed by its curvature, length, normal direction, and location. The curvature partitions, (P 1 , P 2 , . . ., P n ), on multiple scales of smoothing are stored as representations of the shape.
B. EVALUATION OF PARAMETER DISTANCE
The curvature partitions of shapes A and B are compared with each other on multiple scales in order to derive similarities in the manner described in [63] . The geometric transformation is done by estimating the relationship between shapes A and B,
where (x a , y a ) is a set of the sub-partition locations on shape A and (x b , y b ) is that on shape B. The values of a, b, c, d, e, f , are estimated with the least-squares estimation method. Each parameter of curvature partition P i is deformed using Eq. (17) . Finally, the similarity between the two shapes is taken to be the smallest parameter distance on the scales. The parameter distance dist ij for sub-partition p ij is defined with its length dl ij , curvature dκ ij , location do ij , and normal direction dθ ij as follows:
where w l , w κ , w o , and w θ are weight parameters for the length, curvature, location, and normal direction of each subpartition, respectively. Here, we apply w l = 0.1, w κ = 0.1, w o = 0.2, and w θ = 0.2/N in the manner described by [63] . After the average dist ij is derived for each scale, the smallest average value is chosen as the similarity between the two shapes.
V. RESULTS OF EVALUATION
This section evaluates the effectiveness of our method by presenting the experimental results on an open contour classification test as an example of shape retrieval. The results show that our method, which includes the normalization process, effectively retrieves shapes from open contours especially under unpredictable conditions in which occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in image resolution occur simultaneously. Our classification test is based on the standard MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 part B data set. This data set is widely used to test the similarities in shape representations [64] . It consists of 1400 images classified into 70 shape classes of 20 images each, as shown in Fig. 7 . Although they do not have occlusion, the classes of this data set include quite a few rotated, sheared, and expanded examples. For this reason, this data set was used to investigate the classification of shapes with differences in resolution as well as geometric distortion. However, as it does not include any examples of occluded shapes, we constructed a data set of open contours from it, which consisted of 350 images, i.e., five images from The results of the evaluation for contour length ratios (%) of 99% − 50% are presented in Figs. 9 , where the average scores of all image shapes are indicated as percentages. The average scores of the 70 shape classes are 71.94% (ratio of 99%), 70.29% (ratio of 90%), 59 .83% (ratio of 80%), 44 .69% (ratio of 70%), 31.03% (ratio of 60%), and 11.66% (ratio of 50%). Figure 10 compares these results with those of promising previous approaches. As shown in this figure, our method classifies open contours more accurately for the contours whose length ratios are more than 50% of the whole contour, whereas the previous approaches classify them more accurately for open contours equal to 50% of the whole contour.
Our experimental results do not show that our method perfectly retrieves shapes but rather that it is suitable for retrieving shapes under unpredictable conditions. We believe that this is the effect of the normalization process. We can better explain the effect of the normalization process by examining the difference between the results for the 99% and 100% ratios of contour length. Although some of the previous methods are effective at classifying shapes, some of whose scores in the bull's eye test with MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 part B data set are up to 93.32% [6] , [65] , the scores of our experiments with dynamic programming and geometric hashing are respectively 31.26% and 25.60% for the contour length ratio of 99%. This is caused by the effect of the normalization which much more significantly affects occluded contours than closed contours. Needless to say, the sizes are easily normalized for closed contours since the centroids or the whole length of the contours are used as the bases. However, the contour size cannot be deterministically normalized for a contour that does not completely show the whole shape since it is not predetermined what percentage of the whole shape is shown. Even contours with 99% contour length ratios are not exceptions, since that ratio cannot be determined beforehand. Nevertheless, the score 71.94% with our method for the 99% contour length ratio is almost the same score as 73.68% for the closed contour (100% contour length ratio) with the curvature partition [63] . This result shows that our normalization process works well on incomplete open contours. Note that the score 73.68% for the closed contour is not high enough in comparison with state-of-the-art methods such as [66] . As explained in [63] , the results with the curvature partition have a clear tendency for a shape to score well when it has a simple outer contour, and vice versa. From this point of view, it is assumed that the curvature partition leaves some points to be improved, but still assumed that the curvature partition is suitable for treating open contours.
In addition, the scores for the 99% and 60% contour length ratios plausibly show the effect of the normalization process. It is true that the lower the ratio goes, the more the score decreases. Because open contours with smaller ratios have fewer features, it is more difficult for the human visual system to classify shorter contours. The computational models are not exceptions, and all of the scores of our models and previous methods are correlated to the ratio of the contour length. Nonetheless, Fig. 10 clearly shows that the scores of our method are much better than those of the promising previous methods. These results are plausible evidence of the suitability of our normalization process.
As a supplement, let us explain why the scores of our method for the 50% contour length ratio are less than those of the previous methods, as shown in Fig. 10 . As we can see in Fig. 8(f) , it is usually quite difficult to retrieve the original shapes from open contours with such a small ratio.
However, the open contour data set for our bull's eye test is composed of classes, each of which includes five open contours. Because each open contour is classified with a closed contour, one of the five open contours is classified with exactly the original closed contour. When an open contour is matched and classified with the original closed contour, the normalization process is not necessary since their sizes are exactly the same. On the other hand, while neither the ''curvature partition'' shape representation nor ''the angle-length profile'' shape mapping is suitable for exactly representing and matching shapes, both are suitable for roughly representing and matching shapes in the same class. For this reason, the scores of our method for the 50% contour length ratio are less than those of the previous methods.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We described a new method of computation for retrieving shapes under the conditions of occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in resolution. We demonstrated that our VOLUME 3, 2015 method effectively retrieves shapes through experiments on an open contour classification test. This section reviews the progress we made with our approach.
Let us review the conditions that cause shapes to appear incomplete. They are occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in the resolution of images. Our method deals with occlusion by conducting normalization on the shape representation with the angle-length profile. This normalization can be stably conducted because the angle-length profile is Euclidean invariant even under occlusion. The angle-length profile slightly varies as the base contour is smoothed through the smoothing process shown in Section II. In this smoothing process, the variations are similar for two angle-length profiles of similar shape, as can be checked with the smoothed contours shown in Fig. 2 . Geometric distortion can be treated by using the curvature partition and the angle-length profile. Because the shape representation that we use is a curvature partition composed of geometric parameters, the geometric transform can be easily done if a clear criterion is obtained. The criterion consists of the normalization of the sizes of the shapes and the point-to-point mapping acquired by the anglelength profile. Differences in image resolution can be dealt with by conducting the smoothing process on multiple scales in the feature point extraction step. Because multiple scales of smoothing results in coarse and fine structures of shapes, the contours are represented at varying levels of detail. This absorbs the effect of differences in resolution. Now let us discuss how our method performs under noisy conditions and affine transforms. Our method's performance (in SectionV) deteriorated, although only slightly, for the occluded shape retrievals compared with whole shape retrievals using the method described in [63] . We assume this is caused by the angle-length profile (the normalization and mapping step), which is not exactly invariant under affine transformations. However, the deterioration in accuracy is so small that we believe our method is still applicable to affine transformed shapes. In addition, our method can be used in noisy conditions, since the contour smoothing (feature point extraction step) eliminates the noise. Studies showing this is are described in Appendix A. Now let us compare our method with two previous approaches, one based on a shortest path search [1] , [46] - [50] , the other a geometrical consistency check [53] - [56] . For this comparison, we point out the qualitative and quantitative differences between our method and the two approaches.
The first approach, based on a shortest path search, is different from our approach especially in the shape representation and the normalization process. While our representation is geometrically invariant with coarse and fine structures, the representations used with the shortest path search are, in most cases, not invariant under geometric transformations. For example, shortest path search methods often use curvature as a descriptor of contours of shapes [50] , but curvature is inversely proportional to the contour size and should be normalized before comparison. For this reason, the accuracy of our method is approximately twice that of a shortest path search without normalization when the contour length ratio is more than 70%. However, shortest path searches still excel in finding the point correspondences between contours because they use the order of points on the contour coordinates. Therefore, the similarity can be well represented (normalized) for shape contours on which the order of points identifies the shapes. The performance of DP matching (a typical shortest path search) is discussed in Appendix B-A. Although the scores for this method are much smaller than those of our method, the tendency for the scores to decrease as the ratio of the contour length decreases FIGURE 13. Parameter distances between Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . The row is Fig. 11(a)(b) , and the column is Fig. 12(a-1)(b-1) . Each parameter distance is shown with a brightness (the less bright, the more similar).
is small. In fact, the scores of DP matching for contour length ratios of 50% are larger than those of our method. This result implies that the scores of DP matching would be better for specific shapes. Compared with the shortest path searches, our approach better represents and normalizes shapes especially under unpredictable conditions such as when occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in resolution occur simultaneously.
The second approach, based on a geometric consistency check, is also different from our approach, especially in the shape representation and the normalization process. While our method represents the order of curvature partitions with an index and the partitioned areas with geometric parameters, the methods based on geometric consistency checks only represent the geometric relationships between features. For this reason, geometric consistency checks are only half as accurate as our method when the contour length ratio is more than 60%. However, they excel in detecting occluded shapes since the geometric relationships are invariant for occlusion. Therefore, the similarities in shape can be well represented for occluded shapes. Geometrical hashing (a typical geometric consistency check method) is described in Appendix B-B. Although the scores for this method are much smaller than those of our method, the tendency for the scores to decrease as the ratio of the contour length decreases is small. For this reason, the score of geometrical hashing for the contour length ratio 50% is a bit larger than that of our method. This result implies that the scores of geometrical hashing would be better for specific shapes with occlusion. Compared with the geometric consistency checks, our approach better represents and normalizes shapes especially under unpredictable conditions such as when occlusion, geometric distortion, and differences in resolution occur simultaneously. Now let us review the three constraints required for the shape representation that the curvature partition satisfies (as shown in [63] ):
1) The contour partitions should be independent so that the whole shape can be retrieved from its partial shape. 2) The contour is partitioned so that the template matching can be done with the representations. 3) The contour partitions keep sufficient information to reconstruct the original shapes. Conventional contour representations, however, do not satisfy either of these three conditions. The first constraint is hard to be satisfied since the full length of the shape contour (a-1) is for Fig. 11(a) , and (b-1) is for Fig. 11 or the center of the shape is needed for the normalization of the shape representations [6] , [9] . The second constraint is also hard to be satisfied since many representations are constructed under the assumption of point to point mapping. These represents points on the shapes, so the normalization of the representations is hard to be achieved [3] , [67] - [70] . The third constraint is still hard to be satisfied since most representations reduce the information on original shapes [45] , [61] . In summary, it is assumed that the curvature partition is suitable for representing shapes.
Finally, we should point out the consequences of our development. The experimental results showed that our method effectively retrieves shapes under unpredictable conditions. However, the classification accuracies of our results (the average scores for the classification test) seem far from 100% and do not seem sufficient for shape retrieval. Nonetheless, these accuracies are high enough for accurate shape retrieval. For instance, at an accuracy around 70%, ''candidates'' can be effectively nominated, and these candidates will be well normalized with our method. Therefore, we can use the previously proposed shape recognition methods for closed contours (such as [3] , [6] , and [66] ) to select the most similar shape from the candidates. In summary, our method is effective enough for realizing accurate shape retrieval by combining it with previously proposed shape recognition methods for closed contours. An evaluation of open contour classification by using previously proposed methods (such as [71] ) in combination with ours will therefore be a topic of future work.
FIGURE 15.
Parameter distances between Fig. 11 and Fig. 14. The row is Fig. 11(a)(b) and the column is Fig. 14(a-1)(b-1) . Each parameter distance is shown with a brightness (the less bright, the more similar).
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APPENDIX A PERFORMANCE OF METHOD UNDER NOISY CONDITIONS AND AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS
This section describes empirical studies showing how our method performs under noisy conditions and affine transforms.
First, we studied how our method performed for affine transformations. This study used the examples shown in Fig. 11(a)(b) and the transformed shapes shown in Fig. 12(a-1)(b-1) . Each transformed shape shown in Fig. 12 was made with
where (x o , y o ) is a coordinate of the original shape ( Fig. 11) and (x a , y a ) is that of the transformed shape (12) , and α = 0.1, 0.2, ·, 1.0. For each shape in Fig. 12 , our method calculates the similarity to Fig. 11 . The results are shown in Fig. 13 with the parameter distances between Fig. 11 and 12. They show that the similarity slightly deteriorated when the shape was transformed (although only slightly). Despite that, they show that our method still works well for transformed shapes. The performance of our method for the occluded shape retrievals (see Section V) slightly deteriorated in comparison with that for the whole shape retrievals using the method described in [63] . This deterioration is presumably caused by the angle-length profile (the mapping step), which is not exactly invariant under affine transformations.
We studied the performances using shapes affected by salt and pepper noise. This study was done with the examples shown in Fig. 11(a) (b) and shapes with salt and pepper noise shown in Fig. 14(a-1)(b-1) . Each noisy shape in Fig. 14 was obtained by adding salt and pepper noise quantified using the ratio of the number of pixels of the original shapes to that of noise α = 0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1.0. Our method calculated the similarity to Fig. 11 for each shape in Fig. 12 and for each shape in Fig. 14 . The results are shown in Fig. 15 . These results show that the similarity only slightly deteriorated as the noise increased. This suggests that our method works well since the contour smoothing (the feature extraction step) removes the noise from the extracted contours.
APPENDIX B PREVIOUS METHODS FOR COMPARISON
This section evaluates the performance of previous whole-topart shape matching approaches in order to compare them with our method. As mentioned in Section I, the previous methods seem to have difficulty in identifying similar shapes while they excel in finding the point correspondences on shapes. In order to verify this supposition, we evaluated the effectiveness of a shortest path search and a geometric consistency check. The evaluations used the same standard MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 part B data set that was used to evaluate our method in Section V. (a-1) , and a fragment of (a-1) is shown in (a-2). The curvature of (a-1) and (a-2) are shown in (b-1) and (b-2). The x-axis of (b-1) and (b-2) is the contour coordinate, and the y-axis is curvature. The graph to search the map (t A , t B ) is shown in (c). The y-axis of (c) is the contour coordinate of shape (a-2) (t B ), and the x-axis is the duplicated (repeated) contour coordinate of the shape (a-1) (t A ). The shortest path, which has the minimum parameter distance, is plotted in (c). The point correspondences are shown in (d). The selected corresponding points in (a-1) are shown with a thick solid line, and the remnant of the contour is shown with a thin line.
A. SHORTEST PATH SEARCH
Dynamic programming (DP) matching was selected as a representative shortest path search. There are more efficient calculation methods for finding shortest paths, such as Dynamic Time Warping [50] ). However, we chose DP matching as a benchmark since we wanted to focus on shape matching accuracy, and DP matching is a pattern matching algorithm with high accuracy [1] , [46] - [49] .
The DP matching illustrated in Fig.16 . Before applying DP matching, each sample point should be described as a feature. As the descriptor, we used the curvature of the contour on the shapes. Therefore, each contour is represented as a vector C:
where t denotes the contour coordinate from the starting point on the contour. Figure 16(b) shows examples of curvatures of Fig. 16(a) . Given two shapes A (a closed contour) and B (an open contour), represented as C A (κ(t A )) and C B (κ(t B )), we derive the map (t A , t B ) that minimizes the parameter distance between κ(t A ) and κ(t B ). This map is searched for with the graph shown in Fig. 16(c) . The map (t A , t B ) is found by taking a path on the graph whose y-axis denotes the contour coordinate of shape B (t B ) and whose x-axis denotes the duplicated (repeated) contour coordinate of shape A (t A ). The parameter distance between C A (κ(t A )) and C B (κ(t B )) is then allocated to each point on the graph. Finally, the map (t A , t B ) is derived with DP as the path on which the accumulated parameter distance is minimized. Figure 16 investigated in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions on shape B. The minimum accumulated parameter distance describes the similarity of the two shapes. Now let us turn to the results of applying this approach to the standard MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 part B data set. This evaluation shows quite different performance from that of our method (Fig. 17) . The average scores of the 70 shape classes are 31.26% (ratio of 99%), 29.71% (ratio of 90%), 28 .80% (ratio of 80%), 27.77% (ratio of 70%), 24.80% (ratio of 60%), and 22.34% (ratio of 50%). These results clearly show that the matching accuracy of the DP matching is much worse than that of our method, especially for larger ratios. As a successful example (Fig. 18 ) and a failure example (Fig. 19) show, the DP matching is successful only when the point correspondences between mostly the same two contours are found. It appears that DP matching has difficulty in describing ''global'' similarity, since it is sensitive to local differences. In contrast, our method, which describes contours on multiple scales, can deal with global similarity.
B. GEOMETRIC CONSISTENCY CHECK
Geometric hashing was selected as a representative geometric consistency check. geometric hashing, originally introduced in [55] , is one of the traditional methods for checking geometric consistency, and it is utilized in many fields [57] , [72] , [73] because of its efficiency and accuracy in identifying geometric relationships.
The geometric hashing we use here is illustrated Fig. 20 . Before applying geometric hashing, the feature points should be extracted from the shapes. As features, we chose curvature extrema (peak points) of the contour on the shapes, in the same manner as [55] (points of sharp convexities and deep concavities). Each feature point is represented as a vector P:
where i denotes the index. After this transformation has been performed with all possible basis triplets, the best triplet is selected from each of shapes A and B by voting. After this transformation, a grid coordinate system is prepared, and each point of P is located on it, as shown in Fig. 20(e) . After superimposing the grid coordinate system, we find how many votes each point gained. The basis triplet (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) with the most votes for P is selected for each of P A and P B , and the map (i A , i B ) is finally obtained. Examples of the point correspondences with the map are shown in Fig.20(f) . Here, the similarity of two shapes is determined by the number of points located in the same bin. Finally, let us describe the results of applying this approach to the standard MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1 part B data set. The performance in this case is quite different from that of our method shown in Fig.21 . The average scores of the 70 shape classes are 25.60% (ratio of 99%), 21.60% (ratio of 90%), 18.91% (ratio of 80%), 16 .46% (ratio of 70%), 15.26% (ratio of 60%), and 15.26% (ratio of 50%). The results clearly show that the matching accuracy of geometric hashing is much worse than that of our method, especially for larger contour ratios. As a successful example (Fig. 22(a) ) and a failure example (Fig. 22(b) ) show, the geometric hashing is successful only when the features are located in the ''same manner''. Although it is strong against local noise, geometric hashing neglects information between points. In contrast, our method takes into account information between points by using geometric parameters. As this comparison shows, using geometric parameters in a suitable manner is necessary for describing shapes. 
